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This book is devoted to ﬁxed-parameter algorithms, the concept that is fundamental for the algorithmics
of computationally hard discrete problems. This problem is very general. It covers important topics of
classical algorithmic methods – in particular, parameterized complexity theory, depth-bounded search
trees, tree decompositions of graphs, and the essentials of hardness theory.
The book has three parts. The ﬁrst part, “Foundations”, introduces to ﬁxed-parameterized complexity
theory. The second part of this book, “Algorithmic methods”, studies methods that provide the basic
methodology in some problems, such as kernelization, automated search tree generation, dynamic programming (knapsack problem, Steiner problem in graphs, multicommodity demand ﬂow in trees), tree
decompositions in graphs, etc. The third part of this book, “Some theory, some case studies”, provides
the essentials of parameterized hardness theory, focusing ﬁrst on W[1]-hardness, which parallels NPhardness, then stating some relations to polynomial-time approximation algorithms, and ﬁnishing up
with a list of selected case studies to show the wide range of applicability of the presented methodology.
Bibliographical, and general comments, reﬂecting the author’s point of view on the future development of
ﬁxed-parameter algorithms and related parameterized hardness theory, are given at the end of the book.
The ﬁrst two parts of the book are written at a level for use in a graduate course on algorithmics of
computationally hard discrete problems. It should also appeal to professional programmers, algorithm
designers, and computer scientists wishing to learn about complexity theory or to use new methods for
solving real-life problems. The third part is written at a higher level. It can be used by research mathematicians and in a special course on parameterized complexity theory for Ph.D. students in computer
science and mathematics.
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